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Laura Mietrup 

Laura Mietrup’s work revolved over the last three years around a simple fact: that simple forms 

can turn into simple gestures creating an imaginary language. She analyses the life of lines 

and how lines are embodied in forms, in materials such as ceramic or wood or metal creating 

an alphabet. We do not understand what these forms say, but we do. Through perception, 

color, volume, through the presence of these objects in the space with us they do produce a 

bond with us. It is this bond -affection- what we can call communication. In her new sculptures 

a new element also appeared: balance. In a beautiful unassuming manner balance becomes a 

companion to color creating the illusion of a 3D drawing through which we could walk, or 

better, perceived our own scale, as well as the way unanimated objects help us to understand 

animated life. 

Chus Martinez 

Head of the Institut Kunst HGK, FHNW Academy Basel
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Laura Mietrup, Feidar, Osmarno, Poliyark, 2017

Mdf, Acrylfarbe, Metall, Höhe: 210 cm - 284 cm, Foto: Christian Knörr


